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within this book, we include nearly 450 illustrations. among these are photographs of the
sterngerlach experiment, videos of the sterngerlach experiment and neutron spin resonance
experiments, which are of the same scale as the photographs. in addition, we have included

various test tubes and thin metal wires, with which the experiments described in the book are
performed. we have also included a couple of videos of these experiments. you will be

expected to spend a few hours a week on reading and discussing the assigned readings. you
will learn about the basic chemistry and physics that is used in the lab. each week you will

have a series of laboratory experiments assigned, ranging from very simple to fairly complex.
each experiment is designed to be a fun way to learn about a specific topic. typically there

will be lectures on a weekly basis, which will include a discussion of the assigned readings. at
times there will also be weekly tests or quizzes, which you will need to pass in order to earn

your lab credit. be prepared to spend time in the lab to work on homework, labs, and projects.
labs have an average length of two hours. in this project, you will be asked to investigate the
relation between the coordination number of the central metal atom and the bond strength
and bond angles of the ligands surrounding that central atom. the lab is designed to provide
you with a broad introduction to metal carbonyls and to give you some initial experience with
electrochemistry. you will be asked to prepare a number of metal carbonyl complexes, and to

examine their electrochemical behavior. you will also be asked to prepare and examine
compounds of interest that will be used as a test set.
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experiments involving the electrical conductivity of solutions help us to understand the effect of the
structure of the solvent molecules on the ability of the solvent molecules to conduct an electric current.

the experiments presented here are intended to help the students to understand the nature of the
solvent effect. they will address the effect of the type of solvent molecule, the viscosity of the solvent,

and the conductivity of the solvent. the book is an undergraduate-level text for students who are
studying physical chemistry or biophysics. topics include: 1. chemical potential and entropy. 2. chemical
potential and redox potential. 3. equilibrium in chemical reactions. 4. kinetics of chemical reactions. 5.
electrochemistry. 6. chemical equilibrium and thermodynamics. 7. chemical dynamics and kinetics. 8.

chemical thermodynamics and molecular structure. 9. chemical equilibrium and kinetics and
thermodynamics. 10. chemical thermodynamics and kinetics and thermodynamics. 11. bioenergetics of

muscle contraction and atp synthesis and hydrolysis. 12. chemical thermodynamics and kinetic and
thermodynamics. the book is fully searchable online, using the same format as the printed edition, with
extensive links to relevant articles, videos, and glossaries in wikipedia. what students like we knew from

the beginning that we had to create a unique textbook for physical chemistry that was not available
elsewhere. a revolutionary textbook for physical chemistry, a textbook for students who study physical

chemistry or biophysics. it must be a textbook that is not only easy to read but one that is also innovative
and has a unique approach to teaching and learning. we want to give our students the feeling that they
are studying physical chemistry in a new and exciting way. the learning experience is as important to us
as the teaching and writing of the book. we want our book to be the new textbook in physical chemistry.
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